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Usual fine-scale Minerva quality
Supplied fitted with full cab and extra optional
cabs in the box
Prussian Blue, Dark Crimson and Black liveries
Prices DC £255, DCC £310, DCC Sound £380;
all + £9 carriage per loco
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NB The photograph shows unfinished decorated

samples
Also available: Peckett 0-4-0ST DC £255; Kerr Stuart Victory 0-6-0T DC £282.50, DC £332.50, DCC sound
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The exclusive GWR 57XX pannier tank
loco with riveted tanks
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IRON MINKS AND GUNPOWDER VANS
All vans £42 each
£40 each for five or more – any
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Carriage charge £4 per order
Linited edition with wooden doors
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P A R I S H N OT E S
Welcome to this early Winter edition of the
LINESIDE LOOK - published well before the
Christmas break to give you something
interesting to read instead of slumping in front
of the usual boring TV fare over the festive
period - or you could always do some railway
modelling instead ! LINESIDE LOOK reverts to
its quarterly publication slot starting with the
Spring issue (online in the first week of March
2019), followed by the Summer issue (June),
Autumn (September), and Winter (December).
If you wish to submit articles or photographs,
or indeed anything else for publication, we are
always pleased to hear from you but do ensure
that material reaches the LL office in plenty of
time - the cut off date for publication is three
weeks before issue date.
Cover story
Our cover is taken from the December 1954
Meccano Magazine, the very obviously staged
photograph reflecting an era when youngsters
would gaze in wonder at the windows of the
local model shop
hoping that
electric trains,
Meccano, Bayko
or Dinky Toys
might all be in
their Christmas
stockings. An age
of innocence
now long gone sadly along with
most model
shops. Whilst it is
now all too easy
to click and buy
online and at a
discount from
almost anywhere in the world, spare a thought
for our few remaining model shops as well as
the other traders left in your local High Street.
If you don't support them this Christmas - or
throughout the coming years - then you risk
losing them along with the invaluable advice
they are often able to dispense !
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Soldering on . . .
Thanks to John Talbot of Appleby Model
Engineering, and one of the modelling demons
at GUILDEX, for showing me these two
extremely useful soldering aids from the
jewellery trade that he uses when building his
modern rolling stock. First is a heat resistant
ceramic soldering block, with a grid of tiny
holes to take stainless steel pins. The pins (sold

separately) are arranged to hold various parts
together, acting as a third hand while any
awkward jobs are soldered. The soldering block
is also handy for setting up parts at right angles
without fear of movement whilst soldering.

Technoflux solder paste is a heat resistant
paste applied to soldered joints to help
prevent them 'unsoldering' when working in
close proximity with the iron. Both items are
available from jewellery trade suppliers
Cookson Gold in Birmingham - visit their
website at: www.cooksongold.com - while
Technoflux is also available from the Squire's
Models stand at shows or by mail order.
And just for the record I've finally got round to
building those three AME 'Salmon' kits that I
bought several years ago to go with the 'Rail
Loader' set . . !
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. . . and soldiering on
Recent events marking the centenary of the
end of World War 1 were a sombre reminder
of this brutal conflict in which railways played a
crucial part. Many standard gauge locos were
requisitioned by the ROD (Railway Operating
Department) and sent to France, amongst
them 62 'Dean Goods' 0-6-0s, some already
over 30 years old. Although 46 returned to the
UK in 1919, the remainder went on to see use
in the Salonika campaign in 1918. Some lasted
overseas into the 1950s, but nine locomotives
came back to Britain in 1921.

I00 'Dean Goods' were also requisitioned in
WW2, with 24 of these veterans having the
distinction of having served overseas in both
world wars - old campaigners indeed. Just one
'Dean Goods' survives in preservation, on
static display at Swindon's STEAM museum.
Time for a cuppa !
I'm no mug, but finding this online I just had to
have one ! Although promoting a local football
team (Thrupp is between Brimscombe and
Stroud, not a nasty sounding disease) it seemed
entirely appropriate for the new layout. But on
reflection it might
have been
easier to collect,
as it came all
the way from
Barkston Heath
- just over 16
miles away here
in Lincolnshire !
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Gifford Street blues
Gifford Street remains unsold despite
advertising the remaining baseboards in the
GOG Newsletter. Much to my surprise it was
also featured in Hornby magazine's 2019
calendar, as well as in their yearbook !
Now I'm not
afraid to
confess that
ever since
those far off
4mm Hayley
Mills days I've
had a sneaky
liking for blue
diseasals, and have sketched out several plans
for shunting layouts set in BR blue days over
the years. There is something appealing about
the era when air-braked stock began to replace
traditional vacuum braked and unfitted freight
trains, and TOPS was being rolled out. Could it
be time to look at a suitable 'Plan B' for the
remaining bits of Gifford Street ?
A few minor alterations to the track plan, some
recycled buildings, and the addition of a 1:43
scale Volvo F10 (just like on Hayley Mills), has
transformed Gifford Street into a 33' long
DCC 'modern image' shunting layout. With no
particular
location in
mind it
should
provide a
suitable
setting on
which to
display
freight stock
which
doesn't fit the
period modelled on Brimscombe. Small it isn't,
but it should be fun - at least until a buyer can
finally be found for the layout.
Finally, may I wish all of our readers a very
happy Christmas and prosperous New Year.
Until next time, keep on modelling !
John Emerson
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PLANNING
F O R P L EA S U R E

A scene on Bridgefield - Ian Wilson's new 7mm ironstone layout. Storefield's Peckett
0-4-0ST Cockspur passes Hudswell Clarke 0-6-0ST No.2 Pen Green - a long term resident
at Corby. Both are ready-to-run models from the Ixion/Minerva stable. Tony Wright
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A collection of locos suitable for an O gauge industrial layout - Andrew Barclay 14" cylinder 0-4-0ST Ruth built from a
Tower Models starter kit; Peckett 0-4-0ST Fearless built from a Springside Models kit; Drewry 0-6-0 diesel mechanical
The original plan envisaged hand-built track to represent a lightly laid industrial line
shunter No.D2240 built from a Vulcan Models kit; Ixion ready-to-run Hudswell Clarke 0-6-0ST.

using flat-bottom rail. These days it could take advantage of the Peco 'Set-track'
system that has since appeared. It would also lend itself to being built as a narrow
gauge feeder line connecting with the standard gauge main line, although this would
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neccessitate modelling a loading
bank for transhipping iron ore
from the narrow gauge system
to standard gauge wagons in the
exchange sidings. The line was
assumed to be on a rising
gradient from the quarry face to
the exchange sidings, with the
connection to BR 'off-stage'.
As drawn there is only enough
room for a longish headshunt
concealed behind the quarry
face for shunting the exchange
sidings. All operations would be
on the 'one engine in steam'
principle, however, adding a loop
in the 'main' line would provide
for more flexible operation.
Rolling stock would comprise
wooden or steel iron ore and
mineral wagons, the odd van
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ABOVE: Ian Wilson's sketch for 'Isebrook Quarries' - the
BRM O gauge project layout that was never built.
BELOW: Cockspur works more loaded wagons up to the
exchange sidings on Bridgefield. The stone cottages are
the work of the late Allan Downes. Tony Wright
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for stores, open wagons for
loco coal and ash disposal,
plus a brake van or two for
trains marshalled in the
exchange sidings. For added
interest a couple of old fourwheel coaches could
provide a workman's train
to and from the quarry face.
The locomotive fleet would
consist of small but powerful
0-4-0 or 0-6-0 tanks, the
Bristol fashion - ready-to-run Peckett 'E' class 0-4-0ST from
Minerva RTR Peckett or Kerr Minerva. Courtesy Chris Klien, Minerva Model Railways
Stuart 'Victory' being ideal
candidates, and DCC sound could be employed to full advantage. The exchange sidings
might see the odd BR steam or diesel loco, while for a more modern approach the
'kettles' could give way to small diesel shunters. As there are plenty of industrial type
locos available as kits, a varied stud could be built up over a period of time, the loco
shed providing an ideal setting to display all those lovely ready-to-run small tank
locomotives, or to show off the latest work of art fresh off the workbench.
There is plenty of scope for scenic development, and the addition of a face shovel at
the quarry face in particular would make an impressive scenic feature. Braver souls
could even make this a working model ! And if a little more room was available it
might be possible to add the BR tracks next to the exchange sidings although, unless
there was a lot more space,
these would be for static
display only. An industrial
scheme of this nature would
certainly make an unusual
and absorbing project for an
individual or group of
modellers to build.
Partly inspired by that still
born BRM project, Ian
Wilson has now built
Bridgefield, his take on an
ironstone layout, which I
hope will appear in these
pages before too long. LL
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Peckett 'E' Class 0-4-0ST No.7 Beaufort at Pontardulais
tinplate works sometime in the 1950s. Roy Taylor/Archive GSS
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C H A N G I N G T I M E S AT

T R A MW AY
J UN C T I O N

ABOVE: Tramway Junction box closed in May 1968, replaced by Gloucester PSB on completion of MAS resignalling
in the area. The Gloucester & Cheltenham Tramroad pre-dated the arrival of railways in Gloucestershire by some 30
years, running along the lane beyond the box and across the line on its way to the docks. It finally closed in 1861.
BELOW: The desolate remains of Horton Road shed (85B), its turntable and coaling stage lingering on for a while
after demolition of the main buildings in 1966. The huge goods shed at Central station (WR) can be glimpsed above
the gantry controlling the approach to Eastgate station, the LMR route running through the city over a series of
level crossings, the inevitable traffic chaos eventually causing its demise. The gates at this once busy junction were
operated by hand until replaced by lifting barriers, one of the two gate keeper's huts being visible on the left. A busy
dual carriageway now cuts through here and Asda occupies part of the Eastgate site. Roy Taylor/Archive GSS LL
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PARKSIDE

'M I N K A'

David Roberts describes how he went about building a GWR Dia.V33
12T 'Mink A' from the Parkside kit. Photography by the author.
The Parkside kit (PS24) covers the GWR Dia.V33 unfitted vehicles (originally allocated Dia.V21) built
between 1929-33. Many survived until the general slaughter of 9' 0" wb stock in the early 1960s. The
1923 RCH specification made use of standard running gear enabling repairs on 'foreign' company
lines. Regarded as 'Common User', throughout their lives they could be seen the length and breadth
of Britain. A trawl through Great Western Railway Journal produced photos of two vans in BR livery
with some interesting features which I've attempted to model. W114712 (GWRJ Vol. 14, p.584) was a
fairly normal van but without rain strips, although some interesting roof features were apparent.
A second unfitted van is partially visible in the photograph but fitted with three-hole disc wheels.
Assembly began by attaching sides and ends
around the floor paying attention to producing
good corner joints. It may be
necessary to clear flash from the
bonnet vents at this point. Be careful
not to damage any rivet detail, replace
with small squares of 10 thou plastic if
necessary - a blob of solvent and coat
of paint will cover a multitude of sins !
A small piece of plastic was removed
from the sides prior to assembling the
corners, to enable them to butt up
more accurately. If the corners are not
shaped to a knife-edge, the offending
lip will prevent them fitting together
neatly. The joints may require any gaps
P A G E 10

filling. I prefer Slater’s finest 'Micro-Rod' - about
the same diameter as a human hair.

The side on the left shows the piece removed
and on the right the unprepared edge.

1
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2

I find this preferable as the final joint
will be the same texture as the
model - body filler will leave a
different texture under paint
resulting in a visible blemish showing
through. Check the finish by painting
the corner angle irons with body
paint colour - this will show any
blemishes which may need further
attention. I also add plastic sprue
between the sides of the model
either side of the doors, to hold the
sides parallel and resist any pressure
caused by handling.

The body was scrubbed with 'Cif'
and warm water using an old
toothbrush to remove any traces of
grease as well as the shine from the
plastic to give a good surface for
paint to adhere to. I also masked off
the underside of the floor to make it
easier to continue constructing the
underframe - paint will prevent the
solvent from working on the plastic.
The photo also shows the wheels
after blackening with Carr's chemical
black.

3

After the paint has hardened, insert
the solebars. When happy that the
model sits squarely on its four 'W'irons on a flat surface, flood the
solebar/floor joints with liquid solvent
and allow to dry and harden. Next,
insert the main underframe
moulding, gently filing the ends to
obtain a good tight fit.

4
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The 'L'- shaped flange should be
towards the track - I fitted mine
upside down and had to add
'Plastikard' strip to represent the
missing flanges.
P A G E 11
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The 'V'-hangers are attached inside the
solebars - a piece of rod inserted through the
holes helps keep these square. One has a
partially filled lower 'V' with a representation
of the reversing cam. At this stage it does not
matter which way round they are fitted (other
than the cam to the outside) but determine
which side the single brake push rod is fitted.
Any gaps at the solebar ends are filled with
scrap plastic. Areas that will be inaccessible
later were also painted.
The side stanchions on the V33 were joggled
under the floor and attached to the solebar. A
representation is moulded on the floor but I
chose to improve it, adding a square of plastic
to the solebar (with a slot to clear the
moulded rib) to represent the bracket (also a

F R E I G HT O N LY
partial moulding on the solebar), and triangular
piece to represent the tapering foot of the 'T'
section of the bracket (see Photo 4). The
bottom door catch had a similar arrangement,
which the door securing pegs slotted into and
is also represented.
I added the door retaining clips before painting
the model. As these can break off when the
model is lying on its side, resting the upper
edge of the van on a pencil below the edge of
the roof lifts the side just clear of the work
surface protecting the vulnerable clips. Next
time I'll dry fit them and remove after spraying,
keeping the locating holes clear of paint. Their
removal will protect them from damage while
all detailing is being carried out.

As supplied there is too much side
play in the axle bearing mounts.
Reduce this by filling the bearing
flange recess with scrap plastic.
Once hardened sand flush with the
face of the bearing mount and redrill with a 2.5mm drill. Fit the
bearings to the axle boxes and
check they slide vertically in the
'W'-irons. Fit the wheels with
bearings attached, gently springing
out the 'W'-irons.
The axle should lie squarely across
5
the body, but if slightly out of square
or the axlebox is too tight, gently remove material from inside of the 'W'-iron slot to correct the lie
of the axle and free the vertical movement. If the axle is square and you need to loosen the axle
box, you will have to remove equal material from both inside faces of the 'W'-iron.

When happy with the fit of axles and bearings,
secure with a small spot of superglue, clean up
the outside axleboxes and carefully glue to the
axlebox rears. Care is needed to securely
attach the axlebox without preventing it sliding
in its guides. If this happens, pull apart quickly,
leave several hours for the plastic faces to fully
harden, then carefully clean up for a second
attempt. The instructions suggest the axleboxes
P A G E 12

are moulded in ABS plastic and need superglue
but I found 'Plasticweld' will do the job.
Morton brake gear was fitted to this vehicle.
This consisted of only one set of pushrods
fitted to one side, next to the partially filled in
'V' hanger - the 'exploded diagram' illustrates
this quite clearly, although to anyone unsure of
the arrangement it may still be confusing !
W I NT E R 2 0 1 8
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Looking at the model from the
side with the partially filled in 'V'hanger, brake gear is fitted to this
side only (a spare set is provided
but not needed). With the vehicle
upright, the left-hand pushrod
should be nearest to the body
and the right-hand towards the
track. When you fit the brake
levers, the one with the small
moulded 'tail' will sit vertically
above the moulded cam on this
6
'V'-hanger so that the cams
touch. The cams reversed the
rotation of the cross shaft thus
operating the brakes. Fit the plain lever to the opposite side (the one without any brake gear).

7

The roof appeared to have been
repaired with several strips of
material laid transversely. The joins
were covered with further strips,
to prevent water ingress, which
gave the appearance of hoops. To
replicate this I removed the raised
mouldings and covered the roof
with a single ply of three-ply table
napkin, soaked with liquid solvent,
giving a felt/tarpaulin like texture,
then reinstated the end protection
strips from 10 thou. strip.

I estimated the position of the
'hoops', which don't align with the
internal supports, and laid thin
strips (2mm looked about right) of
3-ply tissue, the extra thickness
representing the overlap of the
tarpaulin, well soaked with solvent.
When dry, a coat of paint sealed it
all in place. Clean off excess tissue
and the roof is ready to fix in
place. If the roof has lost some of
its curved profile, gently correct
with finger pressure - or soften in
hot water, correct the curve and
8 cool in cold water to allow the
plastic to harden. A slight over
curve is better than an under curve - the roof will tend to lift at the sides if under curved !
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These vehicles were fitted
with buffers having a narrow,
straight body and two
strengthening webs (at 3
o'clock and 9 o'clock), just
short of half-length. Unable to
obtain replacement castings, I
modified the kit buffers,
carving away the upper and
lower mouldings and reducing
the taper on the side
mouldings to a point just
under half-length. With the
addition of the round end
moulding, attached with superglue, this gives a reasonable approximation of the originals.

Steve Emerson used the Parkside kit to build a Dia.V40
BR Pallet Van converted from a V21 van. John Emerson

9

Paint buffer housings and rest of the
underframe. The inside of the buffer
beam needs a few scraps of plastic
to level and fill the recess around
the coupling hook slots, then fit
buffers and couplings (5). Adjust
retaining nuts giving overall buffer
length of 10.5mm (18") secure with
blob of paint (you may need to
adjust them later. Add any weight to
the central space in the underframe
with your preferred ballast material
and touch in all paintwork. Finally
apply transfers to complete. LL

GWR DIA.V21 9' 0"wb 12T 'MINK A'
Lot
Nos.
Built
Notes
999
114001-636 1927-29
Some Dia.V21 vans converted by BR to Pallet vans
1013 116001-300
(1953-55) and allocated GW Diagram V40..
GWR DIA.V33 9' 0"wb 12T 'MINK A' (DIA.V21 UNTIL c.1940)
Lot
Nos.
Built
Notes
1032 116301-600 1929-33
May have been fitted with screw couplings.
W116305/15/9/20 vacuum fitted (1958-60)
1045 116601-900
W116609 vacuum fitted (1958-60)
1071 114637-736
W114644/72/3/5 vacuum fitted (1958-60)
1093 123001-250
W123108 vacuum fitted (1958-60)
BR livery: Body - Light Grey; Underframe, etc, - Black. Lettering - White on Black panels
GWR livery: All over dark grey; Buffer heads, couplings, wheels - Black. Roof - White lead, roof
ends and sides body colour. Lettering - White
P A G E 14
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White metal cast accessories
Building, painting and weathering service.
Secondhand models and books for sale.
Visit www.lynxmodels.net to download catalogue.
Visitors welcome by appointment.

WAGON & CARRIAGE WORKS
7mm and Gauge 1 RTR for sale

Hand made buildings by Allan Downes for sale
see our website for mail order purchases.
Viewing and collection by appointment.

LYNX MODELS

Unit 6, Southview Buildings, Burton Road,
Heckington, Lincs. NG34 9QS
email: lynxmodels@icloud.com

Southview Buildings, Burton Road,
Heckington, Lincolnshire NG34 9QS
www.wagonandcarriage.co.uk
Tel: 01529 469595

Little details that make a big difference!
BR SMOKEBOX & SHED PLATES

If you plan to customise a locomotive
with the number of your choice, the
trickiest part is patching together a
smokebox numberplate from a decal
sheet. Our range of printed smokebox
numberplates aims to give you the whole
class. You may only need one number
but it will save a lot of time – and you
can share your sheet with friends!

BR SOUTHERN REGION
7BRS01
7BRS02
7BRS03
7BRS04
7BRS05
7BRS06
7BRS07
7BRS08

BR WESTERN REGION
7BRW01
7BRW02
7BRW03
7BRW04
7BRW05
7BRW06
7BRW07
7BRW08
7BRW09
7BRW10
7BRW11
7BRW12
7BRW13
7BRW14

Western Region Shedplates
1400 Class 0-4-2Ts, 2251& Dean 0-6-0s
4500 Class 2-6-2Ts & Assorted Small Tanks
3100/3150/5100/6100/8100 Class 2-6-2Ts
4200 Class 2-8-0Ts & 7200 Class 2-8-2Ts
5600 Class; Rhymney & Taff Vale 0-6-2Ts
4300 Class 2-6-0s
2800 Class, 4700 Class & ROD 2-8-0s
5700 Class Pannier Tank 0-6-0PTs
5400/6400/7400/9400 Class 0-6-0PTs
4900 Class ‘Hall’ 4-6-0s
County/Manor/Grange/Modified Hall 4-6-0s
Castle & King 4-6-0s; ‘Dukedog’ 4-4-0s
1361 0-6-0ST/1366/1500/1600 0-6-0PTs

Named Pacifics; 73XXX & 75XXX 4-6-0s
76XXX; 77XXX & 78XXX 2-6-0s
80XXX 2-6-4Ts; 82XXX & 84XXX 2-6-2Ts
Ex WD Austerity 2-8-0s 90000 to 90732
9F 2-10-0s & Ex WD Austerity 2-10-0s
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BR EASTERN REGION
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

BR MIDLAND REGION
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£9.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

BR STANDARD CLASSES
7STD01
7STD02
7STD03
7STD04
7STD05

Southern Region Shedplates
Ex LSWR & SR Tank Locos
Ex LBSCR, SECR & SER Tank Locos
C, C2X, O1, Q, Q1, 700 & 0395 0-6-0s
K, N, N1, U & U1 2-6-0s
D, D15, E1, L, L1, T9 & V 4-4-0s + H2 4-4-2s
H15, LN, N15, N15X & S15 4-6-0s
MN, WC & BB 4-6-2s

7BRM01
7BRM02
7BRM03
7BRM04
7BRM05
7BRM06
7BRM07
7BRM08
7BRM09
7BRM10
7BRM11
7BRM12
7BRM13
7BRM14

Midland Region Shedplates (incl. 57 changes) £9.00
Fowler & Stanier 3MT + Ivatt 2MT 2-6-2Ts £6.00
2P & Compound 4P 4-4-0s
£6.00
Fairburn, Fowler & Stanier 4MT 2-6-4Ts
£9.00
Hughes & Stanier 5MT 2-6-0s
£9.00
Ivatt 4MT & 2MT 2-6-0s
£6.00
Johnson & Deeley MR 2F & 3F 0-6-0s
£9.00
Fowler MR & LMS 4F 0-6-0s
£9.00
Stanier Black 5 4-6-0s
£9.00
Named 4-6-0s & 4-6-2s
£9.00
Ex MR & LMS 0-6-0Ts
£9.00
Fowler 7F 0-8-0s, Stanier 8F & S&D 7F 2-8-0s £9.00
Ex L&YR Tank & Tender Locos
£6.00
Ex Highland & Caley Tank/Tender Locos
£9.00

BR SCOTTISH REGION
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£9.00
£6.00

7BRSC01 Scottish Region Shedplates

Many ER sheets now include alternative
numberplates with ‘curly’ 6 and 9 numerals.
Check prototype photos to see which to use.
7BRE01
7BRE02
7BRE03
7BRE04
7BRE05
7BRE06
7BRE07
7BRE08
7BRE09
7BRE10
7BRE11
7BRE12
7BRE13
7BRE14
7BRE15
7BRE16
7BRE17
7BRE18
7BRE19
7BRE20
7BRE21

5021
•

£6.00

LMS 2/3/4/5 Digit Plates available:
Send a list of your requirements and let
me quote you.

Eastern & North Eastern Region Shedplates
A1/A2/A3/A4 4-6-2s & W1 4-6-4
V2 2-6-2s
B1 4-6-0s
B12/B16/B2 & B17 4-6-0s
K1/K2/K4 2-6-0s
K3/K5 2-6-0s
D10/11/16/20/30/34/40/49 4-4-0s/ E4 2-4-0s
O1/O2 2-8-0s/Ex NER Q6/Q7 0-8-0s
Ex GCR O4 2-8-0s
J38 & J39 0-6-0s
Ex GNR J5/J6 & GCR J10/J11 0-6-0s
Ex NBR J35/J36/J37 0-6-0s
Ex GER J15/J17/J19/J20 0-6-0s
Ex NER J21/J25/J26/J27 0-6-0s
LNER Tanks A8 • V1/V3 • L1 • J94
GNR Tanks C12 • J50/J52 • N1/N2
GCR Tanks A5 • C13/14 • J63• N5 • S1 • Q1
NBR Tanks C15/16 • J83/88 • N15 •Y9
GER Tanks F4/5/6 • J66/67/68/69 • N7 •Y4
NER Tanks A7 • G5 • J71/72/73/77 • N8/10 •T1

30667

•

£9.00
£6.00
£6.00
£9.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

•

83 •

582I4

•

15 •

•

72 •

67374

•

35 •

C

A

B

A

Prices include post & packing. See website for full
details and Order Form, or call 01476 550002.

PACIFIC MODELS

2 High Street, Corby Glen, Lincolnshire NG33 4LX

www.pacificmodels.co.uk
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MAKING
T R A C K S AT

BRIMSCOMBE
Progress at Brimscombe ! A'Hall' class 4-6-0 assisted by a large Prairie gets stuck in on the climb to
Sapperton with a Cheltenham-Paddington train. Assisting engines (always coupled at the front of
passenger trains on the WR) were attached at Stroud and detached at Kemble, only local trains
stopping at Brimscombe. Freight trains were assisted in the rear (but not coupled) after stopping at
Brimscombe, the assisting engine dropping off at Sapperton Sidings before returning light engine. The
main lines were completed after two weekends of intensive tracklaying and by November 21st the
first train had run on the Down line. By the time of the LOGGIES visit in December both lines were
available for running via temporary connections at the Down end of the storage roads. These will be
removed in the New Year and all
pointwork at this end of the
storage roads laid in giving access
to and from both ends of the ten
road storage sidings.
Taking photos as work progresses
is a useful way of revealing errors
not apparent to the unaided eye.
Noticeable in this instance is the
'dog leg' near the crossover on
the Down main, which will need a
spot of tweaking. The LOGGIES
visit produced a variety of GW
and other loco types including the
first 'Grange' and 28xx 2-8-0 to
run over the new layout - more
things to add to my shopping list !
P A G E 16
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The photo (left) shows some of
Andy Ward's GW locos on the
day. Once all track has been laid
the laborious job of installing
point motors and wiring will
begin. With no particular deadline
in mind, hopefully everything
should be running smoothly with
any snags ironed out by this time
next year. There may even be
time for a little scenic work unlike Gifford Street, Brimscombe
will need a lot of trees !

A TALE OF TWO CASTLES
Going through back issues of the
GOG Gazette recently with a
view to keeping any articles of interest and binning the rest (the usual tale of trying to save shelf
space), a feature on the late Mike McDonnald's Monks Bay layout on the seafront at Mablethorpe
caught my eye. The 'Hall' and 'Castle' on Brimscombe both came from Mike's estate. I knew that the
'Hall' was built from a Springside kit, but until I re-read the article I hadn't realised that Hampden was
actually a Malcolm Mitchell kit. It had obviously been seriously abused (Slater's wheels held onto axles
with countersunk screws instead of the original set
screws, etc), and was dumped in my workshop for
a rebuild - but it will now be treated with the due
reverence it rightly deserves !
Many of the buildings on Monks Bay were built by
the late Allan Downes, some coming second-hand
from Peter Marshall who had assembled a large
collection of Allan's buildings for his own layout
project, several appearing in ModelRail. I managed
to photograph the large and imposing castle and
other buildings before they went to Mike. Several
of Allan's buildings are still available for sale - check
the Lynx Models website for details. LL
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C R O M PT O N

TW I N S
Dremel in hand, Richard Dockerill tackles two very different model 'Cromptons'.
Recently I was commissioned to build a JLTRT BRCW Type 3 (later class 33). Popularly known as
'Cromptons', they proved to be rugged and reliable performers on the Southern Region, handling
nearly all loco worked freight and parcels traffic originating on the SR, as well as through workings
and cross-country services taking them onto other regions of BR. When built the class 33s featured a
rectangular silencer box recessed into the roof behind the No.2 cab end, with an offset circular
exhaust port. However, the silencer became corroded by fumes allowing oil and water to leak onto
the electrical equipment below. From 1968-70 the silencers were removed and a new roof panel
inserted with the offset exhaust port relocated towards the middle of the loco, but now with a
rectangular exhaust port. The resulting
straight through exhaust significantly
increased the decibel levels. Working
hard through Gypsy Hill station one
day on a Temple Mills freight back to
Norwood Junction, two young lads
enjoying the spectacle were seen
covering their ears with their hands !
At the same time the opportunity was
also taken to revise the method of
securing the roof panels. The
numerous bolts which made
maintenance a nightmare were
replaced by clips, a noticeable featire of
later locomotives. These modifications
make quite a visual difference between
early and late roofs.
P A G E 18
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The Lima O gauge model, converted some years ago
(above and left), whilst dimensionally inaccurate, features
the early type roof with silencer box - correct for a green
liveried version, but not for the BR blue version - which
was what I wanted. It is, however, easy to correct by filling
in the area around the silencer box, smoothing the filler
to match the roof profile, then removing the circular
exhaust port and reinstating the rectangular port. The
roof securing clips are easily added using suitable pieces
of plastic strip.
Owners
of Heljan
class 33s and the JLTRT kit have the later type of roof,
correct for BR blue but not for green versions. As my
client wanted an accurate version in early green
livery without yellow warning panels, reinstatement of
the silencer box was essential. The first task was to
pare off all the roof retaining clips using a chisel blade.
Next, the rectangular exhaust port was blanked off
with 'Plastikard', cut to fit the port. This was then
blended in with filler to match the roof profile. Then
came the tricky part.
The silencer box was marked out on the roof panel.
The transverse part was then formed by careful use of a Dremel drill and slitting disc, taking care not
to go too deep and cut through the roof. Then using a dental burr in the Dremel, the longitudinal
part was carefully formed, followed by scraping with a chisel blade. Final finishing with wet and dry
gave a smooth finish. Some suitable lost-wax brass castings from the kit were used to represent fixing
brackets for the silencer box. Finally the circular exhaust port was fabricated from suitable etched
mesh with some 0.75mm wire formed into a ring around a suitably sized drill bit and then soldered
to the mesh. Once painted and weathered the job was complete. The conversion does make a
striking visual difference to the roof of the model. LL
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BRCW TYPE 3 Bo-Bo
(TOPS CLASS 33)
Original Nos.
D6500–D6597
D6502/78 withdrawn due to
accident damage and never
received TOPS Nos.
TOPS Nos:
Class 33/0
33 001-65
Class 33/1
33 101-19
Modified locos equpped for pushpull working
Class 33/2
33 201-12
Built to Hastings line gauge known as 'Slim Jims'

33 008 accelerates an Exeter train away
from Woking. Barry Lewis
Known as 'Cromptons', the BRCW Type 3
was an upgraded version of their Type 2
(Class 26) with Crompton Parkinson
electrical equipment. A far sighted policy of
the SR was to request Electric Train
Heating (ETH) as part of the drive to
eradicate steam heated coaching stock
from the region. With no need to fit a
steam heat boiler it was possible to fit the
larger eight cylinder 1,550hp Sulzer engine
engine in the Type 2 bodyshell, creating a
Type 3 with a minimum of new tooling.
The 'Cromptons' were unique in the
provision of SR two-digit route indicator
roller blinds. A total of 98 were built, the
last 12 altered to fit the narrow loading
gauge of the Hastings line - a difficult and
costly redesign that would ultimately lead
to the demise of BRCW.
'Whilst working as a Guard on the SR at
Norwood Junction I become well
acquainted with these locos. One useful
feature was the spacious nature of the
engine compartment compared to other
classes of loco when moving between
cabs. Maybe less so with the 'Slim Jims'
as witnessed at the Nene Valley when a
driver attempted to change ends via the
engine compartment. Being seven inches
narrower than the rest of the class the
squashed face against the window
proved that portly drivers and 'Slim Jims'
don't mix !'
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MODEL
R A I LW AY
In the October 1957 Railway Modeller Cyril Freezer
noted a significant number of new 7mm scale
models on static display stands at exhibitions,
adding that pre-war the LNER had assembled a
collection of 7mm models for a proposed
exhibition layout. In the latter part of 1948 the
newly formed British Railways had begun to
assemble their own collection of models and went
on to develop their own O gauge travelling layout
which became a popular attraction up and down
the country. It made its public debut at the
Schoolboys' Own Exhibition at the Royal Horticultural Hall,
London from January 1-15, 1949, and following this initial
appearance became a feature of many exhibitions throughout the
country. It also appeared in Departmental stores, as well as the Festival
of Britain in Glasgow, and at the MRC show in London in 1955.
Used as a tool for publicising BR and to recruit staff, the layout was
constantly updated to keep pace with the latest developments on the full size railway
such as dieselisation, freight handling and electrification, and it was reckoned that annually more than
250,000 people saw the layout in action. The layout, 'normally measuring 30' x15' or 40' x 21' with
surrounding stand', was designed to be assembled and dismantled in the shortest possible time, which
imposed limitations on scenic development - such scenery as there was being created using old blankets
sprayed with paint ! It was built on 6' x 3' 'table sections', and mounted on adjustable legs, to give a normal
viewing height of 2' 9". It also appeared in various formats - double or four track main line for example - look
at the loco depot and you may notice that the design appears reversible !
The layout was operated from a control desk, usually manned by staff from BR's publicity division. The desk
was arranged to contain six control panels, six transformers giving 20v DC supply to each panel via two 12v
36 watt bulbs acting as fuses. If a short circuit occured, the bulbs lit up. A common return copper busbar ran
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underneath each baseboard, the wiring on each board
linked to its neighbour by colour coded plugs and
sockets. It was possible to have up to eight trains
running at the same time on the running lines as well as
shunting in the goods yard. Automatic couplings on the
rollling stock enabled trains to be made up or put away
in sidings.

LOCOMOTIVES
WR

60xx 'King' class 4-6-0
10xx 'County' class 4-6-0
0-6-0PT

SR

'Merchant Navy' class 4-6-2
'Schools' class 4-4-0

LMR

'Duchess' class 4-6-2 Sir William Stanier
2-6-2T
10000 class Co-Co diesel

ER

A2 class 4-6-2 A. H. Peppercorn
B1 class 4-6-0
L1 class 2-6-4T

BR

3MT 2-6-2T
4MT 4-6-0
4MT 2-6-4T
5MT 4-6-0
6P 4-6-2
7P 'Britannia' class 4-6-2
8F WD 2-8-0
9F 2-10-0
D200 Type 4 1Co-Co1
D600 A1A-A1A 'Warship'
D800 B-B 'Warship'
D5500 Brush Type 2 A1A-A1A
D8400 North British Bo-Bo
350hp Diesel shunting locomotive (2)
Hunslet Diesel shunting locomotive
26020 Bo-Bo EM1
27000 Co-Co EM2

At least two locomotives were fitted with smoke units
that puffed out smoke using a miniature air pump.
Although some models came from outside builders,
most were produced inhouse by BR staff in their own
workshop at Stratford, including Vic Green who later
went on to become a top class professional builder
after the workshops were disbanded and the layouts
broken up. Road vehicles appear to have been taken
mostly from readily available items in the Dinky Toy and
Minic ranges, supplemented by a few scratch-built items.
The earliest models reflected the amount of prenationalisation era stock still running on BR, possibly
using models from the collection previously assembled
by the LNER. Some locomotives such as the USATC
S160 class 2-8-0 and 'air-smoothed' 'Merchant Navy'
Pacific were retired and replaced by new modern types
to keep up with progress on the full size railway. LL

USATC S160 class 'Austerity' 2-8-0
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HORSE AND

CA R R IA G E
I always had it in mind to build a horse box. They make attractive models, and many years ago I had one of the
old Tri-ang ones (based on a GWR prototype) on my OO layout - I couldn't afford one of those superdetail Hornby-Dublo jobs ! Horse boxes weren't exactly at the top of the list of things to do, but when
Parkside released two kits, based on GWR and LNER prototypes, examples of both were built, and regularly
appear on my weathering demo stand at shows. The Parkside GWR kit (PS105) is an accurate model of
vehicles built to Dia.N13, but will benefit from some extra detailing. Useful references to these vehicles can be
found in Historic Carriage Drawings Vol.3 - Non
Passenger Coaching Stock compiled by Peter Tatlow
(Pendragon, 2000); A Pictorial Record of Great
THE GWR HORSEBOX ('PACO')
Western Coaches Part 2 (1903-1948) by Jim Russell
The familiar GWR horse box design dates back
(OPC, 1973); and Railways in Profile Series No.6:
to 1907 when 78 vehicles were built (Dia.N11).
British Railways Non-Passenger Rolling Stock
These featured fully panelled sides, bolection
compiled by Geoff Gamble (Cheona, 1998).
mouldings around the groom's compartment
Although most, if not all, were built with Mansell
wheels, many had replacement steel disc wheels
fitted at some time in their history - my examples
have both had their wheelsets replaced. Most were
fitted with 4' 6" springs, although at some stage
some were given 3' 6" springs. Not a particularly
difficult alteration - pare off the old springs from
the 'W' irons and solebars and add new ones, but
if you are going to do this it needs to be done
before the solebars are attached to the body.
Suitable springs are available from CPL, although I
hacked up some plastic ones from the spares box.
Construction commenced with the body and is
quite straightforward, although it is worth scribing
the two very visible joins in the steel sheeting on
the ends before gluing anything together. Also make
sure the compartment divider (part 3) is the right
way round - the face with the seat back fits at the
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windows, and horizontal match board ends with a
distinctive tumblehome above the buffer plank.
The stalls could accommodate three horses, and
gas lighting was fitted as standard.
From 1914 the body sides and ends were clad in
steel sheet (56 vehicles built to Dia.N12).
Further batches were built in 1920 (three vehicles
to Dia.N14 with only two stalls), and in 1922
(Dia.N13 - 300 vehicles according to Parkside but
186 according to Tatlow).
A further 63 vehicles were built to a slightly
modified design (Dia.N15) in 1930. These were
oil lit and lacked the bolection moulding around
the groom's compartment window, and the vent
above the compartment door.
A final batch of 129 vehicles was built in the
following year (Dia.N16). These reverted to gas
lighting but differed significantly by having vertical
ends, and no bolection mouldings or door vent.
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window end of the compartment. It may be easier to
fit the seat first. You can also add a luggage rack above
the seat at this stage - Slater's produce a set of etched
components for the brackets which are wonderfully
fiddly to cut out and assemble ! I always add an internal
strengthener from scrap plastic across the width of the
van body to prevent the sides from being squeezed in
when handled. Grab rails and door handles were added
at this stage, the plastic 'T'-handles being replaced by
brass castings, again from CPL.
Roof detail amounted to covering with masking tape to
simulate the canvas covering, replacing roof vents and
adding feed pipes to the gas lamp. It appears that the
GWR used old gas lamp tops for roof ventilators on
these vehicles - I replaced the plastic ones with ABS
white metal castings (no longer available) which are a
bit more 'beefy'. No indication is given as to how the
gas supply was piped to the lamp top. After swapping
emails with Richard Hollingsworth at Parkside, a rather
fuzzy shot of a distant horse box roof turned up
showing two pipes leading to the lamp top. Looking at
Groom's compartment of Dia.N16 horse box
other gas lit GW vehicles, I cobbled something from
on the Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway.
brass wire, a 14BA washer and split pins - it will do
until somone tells me different ! Although the
instructions tell you to add the roof at this stage, it is best left off until the kit is completed, painted and
windows glazed.
The solebars and undergear are mostly straightforward, the only real difficulty being assembly of the Dean
Churchward brake gear linkage. Take care to ensure that the buffer beams are truly vertical, removing a sliver
of plastic from the ends of the solebars if necessary. If you don't, you may end up with buffers pointing in all
directions. Added detail included the straps that secure the gas tank to the underframe, filler gauge and valves
on the solebar. These were knocked up from bits of brass wire, 14BA nuts and bell wire insulation. When fixed
to the solebar and painted they don't look too bad, although I believe CPL produce accurate brass castings.
Gauges are pieces of round sprue sliced thinly and glued to the solebar with a feed pipe added from brass
wire.The vulnerable footsteps are moulded in an ABS type plastic that requires superglue for assembly. A foldup brass etch would be easier, but I assume this would have added considerably to the cost of the kit.
The most complex part of the kit is the
brake gear linkage. Although represented in
simplified form, I'm not sure I've got it
entirely right and ended up referring to Chris
Gwilliam's article on building a D&S Models
etched-brass N11 horse box in the May and
June 2004 issues of British Railway Modelling,
noting the way that he tackled the brake gear
and assuming the basic layout would not
have changed a great deal before the N13s
were built. The two brake 'V' hangers (part
25) locate against the solebars in both righthand corners - unfortunately these foul the
buffers, so a square of plastic needs to be
removed from the 'V' hanger to clear the
buffer assembly. The inner hanger at the
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groom's compartment end is then located between the two locating bars on the floor, with the edge hard
against the headstock. At the other end, the second 'V' hanger is located further towards the opposite solebar
to accommodate the ratchet mechanism and clear the coupling hook. Once these were fitted the brake
rigging was installed (30-34) - the most time consuming part of construction and the one that will most tax
your patience and exercise your vocabulary !
Plastic rod for the cross shafts was replaced with
brass rod, and the operating rods bent up and fixed
in position - again this is a very fiddly operation and
took some time to get right. That just about
completes construction. Next step is to gently clean
the model - I used lighter fluid to degrease everything
wiped over with a swab of tissue. Both models were
then sprayed with Halfords acrylic Red Oxide primer,
and the roofs sprayed in grey primer. One vehicle was
finished in BR Maroon (Halfords Vauxhall Royal Red no longer produced), the other in bright Nissan red
which approximates to BR Crimson. Judicious
weathering toned this down to a more acceptable
shade. Other livery options are GWR Brown, while some vehicles were allocated to circus traffic, so the
colourful red and green of Bertram Mills Circus might be a distinct possibility. Some vehicles ended their lives
in use as Calf Boxes, and this would have been a useful addition on the transfer sheet. I used the remains of
some old Woodhead transfer sheets on the maroon version. Unfortunately the 'Tare' and 'XP' branding on
the Parkside transfers are slightly over size
and difficult to squeeze into the space
available on the bodyside. LL

The restored Dia.N16 horse
box seen at Winchcombe.
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The photographs of the GW Horse Box
remains were taken from 'Grounded' - a
fabulous website resource featuring the
grounded remains of various railway
vehicles photographed all over the UK.
Sadly the site disappeared some years
ago without trace when the hosting
company collapsed - probably taking
into oblivion many precious original
images stored on its servers. The moral
is don't put your trust in cloud storage !
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The Peco signal box kit does not cost a huge sum
of money, is ideal for smaller layouts and can be
assembled fairly easily in an evening by modellers
of all abilities. It's a good starting point for those
new to the hobby - probably why its potential for
a spot of 'kit-bashing' has often been overlooked.
To start with, just cutting off a strip of tiles from
the top edge of the roof will completely alter the
look - use a sharp knife against a steel straight
edge and cut from the back (plain) side. If you
don't, the knife blade will make an erratic cut as it tries to
follow the line of the tiles. When the cut is deep enough, snap the excess off. The roof can then be made good
with styrene strip. Ridge tiles are also made from
the same material, rounded off with a file and
scribed to represent individual tiles. With the roof
Assembly is a fairly easy affair - ensure everything
fits together well and is square. The addition of
interior detail helps give the box an identity - this
is a Springside white metal kit. Construction lends
itself to the front wall being removable - at least
until final painting - handy for placing lever frame
and other details such as styrene strip corner
posts and skirting. A window aperture has also
been cut into the rear wall on this model as this is
a gate box so the 'bobby' will want to observe
road traffic before closing the gates.

With basic construction complete, interior
installed and painting in progress - it's time for
a glass of something over the Christmas
holiday. Metallic foil off the bottle top is a
useful modelling material - some of it will be
shaped to form the signalman's coat hanging
off a peg on the wall. Who says railway
modelling should be a serious affair? Cheers!

and finials assembled, add new bargeboards from
styrene strip. The base of the signalbox can also be
covered in dressed stone or brick embossed styrene
sheet, again altering the look of the Peco box. LL
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Now we're getting there - with the front wall
removed and interior painted, apart from the
levers, you can see the asbestos sheet placed
behind the stove to protect the timber wall and
prevent the box
catching fire !
That JLTRT fire
extinguisher is
probably a bit
too modern - it
should really be
one of the older
conical shape
type. A simple
lighting unit can
be made up
from a piece of PCB 'breadboard' to hold an
LED and current limiting resistor.

With altered roof, base covered with
Slater's brick embossed Plastikard, and
addition of a chimney and porch, the
look of the Peco signal box can be
completely transformed. Firebuckets are
drilled out and fitted with wire spigots
glued into holes drilled into the side of
the box for added strength. Don't rely on
just gluing the handles, the buckets will
eventually fall off. The lighting units on
the finished models are soldered to two
concealed brass rods running down the
inside of the front corner posts through
holes in the baseboard, and connected
to the 12v DC supply - on no account
should LEDs be fed directly with 12vDC !
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The Association of Larger Scale Railway Modellers Limited
The Association, covers all scales from S Scale upwards, and tries to embrace the societies that are unable to manage a show purely on their scale. This is accomplished with our annual show at Reading, in the Rivermead Centre, which we have been running for the better part of twenty years.
Association members, are entitled to visit the show free of charge, and also included in their membership
a minimum of three newsletters are published each year, with occasionally being supplemented with a DVD.
Some of the traders attending the show are generous in that they will give the Association Members a discount on production of their current membership card. In particular Slaters Plastikard being one of those giving a
discount above a minimum spend.
The Association annual show is in early May each year, details which can be found on our web site:
www.alsrm-events.co.uk We also try to keep up to date details on UKModelshops web site. We have in excess of
60 traders already signed up for our show in 2019, in addition to these there is a minimum of 15 societies who will
be attending the show.
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2019

JANUARY

1
6
27

Toy Fair (Newark Showground)
Toy Fair (Springfield Centre, Spalding)
Bristol BOGG Show (UWE Filton)

FEBRUARY
9/10 BRM (Doncaster Racecourse)
23/24 Lincoln & District MRC

MARCH
2
17
23/24
29

GOG Trade Show (Kettering)
Toy Fair (Springfield Centre, Spalding)
BRM/MRC (Alexandra Palace, London)
Brexit (provisional) - for full details contact
T May, 10 Downing Street, London

APRIL
6/7
14
27

Cheltenham GW Modellers Group
BRIMSCOMBE RUNNING DAY
LOGGIES (Flitwick) - see advert on page 30

The

Running sessions in the barn will recommence
in 2019 and have been provisionally pencilled
in for April 14, May 26, July 7, and August 25. If
there is enough interest the July or August
meet may take the form of an open weekend
with workshops and visiting layouts. Dates for
September, October and November are yet to
be finalised - more news next time. Those
pannier tanks get everywhere . . .

No.3 OCCUPATION CROSSINGS

Minor roads and farm tracks often
cross the line by way of ungated or
occupation crossings - a little detail
Written & drawn by John Emerson work can make all the differemce !
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AN EXHIBITION OF

‘O’ GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS
Presented by the ‘O’ Gauge Section of The Luton Model Railway Club

FLITWICK

Flitwick Village Hall, Dunstable Road, Flitwick MK45 1HP
Saturday 27th April 2019. 10.00am – 4.30pm

Featuring a variety of O scale layouts,
test track and trade attendance
Admission: Adults £5. Family (2 adults & up to 3 children) £10. Children (up 16 years) £2
Light refreshments available
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Supported by Walsworth Models (trade), Chiltern Model Railway Association,
The Gauge ‘O’ Guild and The Luton Model Railway Club
For more details call 01582 413200 or 01582 652478
L R AI
DE
www. lutonmodelrailwayclub.org.uk
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R A I L W AY S I N T H E

H O LY L A N D
I can't recall ever seeing a layout based on railways
in the Holy Lands - regular readers of Continental
Modeller may well know better ! In particular the
railways of Palestine, which date back to 1892 and
had a tortured existence, interrupted only by a few
brief years of relative peace. During the
'disturbances' lines were subject to regular terrorist
attack, and as Israel Railways - following the
creation of Israel in May 1948 - all out war with
Egypt. As my father was stationed in Palestine
towards the end of the British mandate, I've had a
long standing fascination with the railway system.
The photo (right) shows him on board the 15
coach Cairo-Haifa through train at Lydda, on Wednesday, August 13th, 1947.
To find out more about this fascinating history it's worth seeking out a copy of The
Railways of Palestine and Israel by Paul Cotterell (Tourret Publishing, 1984). This reveals
that over the years the PR standard gauge loco fleet included a surprising number of
British built locomotives - 36 LSWR Adams 0-6-0s, 21 LNWR 'Coal Engine' 0-6-0s,
several Manning Wardle 0-6-0STs, as well as six Kitson 'K' class 2-8-4Ts, 11 Naysmith
Wilson 'N' class 0-6-0Ts, and six North British 'P' class 4-6-0s, all built for Palestinian
Railways. Many lasted into Israel Railways ownership after 1948. The War Department
also sent locomotives to Palestine in both world wars - a total of 42 Robinson 2-8-0s
and 83 Stanier 8F 2-8-0s. Much of the rolling stock also came from the UK, some
lasting well into the
1970s, and in 1977
Israel Railways
purchased eight
refurbished Mk.2C
coaches from BR for
the Haifa-Tel Aviv
line. Along with US
and German built
locomotives and
rolling stock, the
variety on the PR
Palestinian Railways Baldwin 'H' class 4-6-0 No.898 off the road
system could provide
following terrorist action in 1947. One of the WD Stanier 8F 2-8-0s is
much inspiration for
in attendance with the PR 30 ton crane.
something a little out
of the ordinary. LL
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'Britannia' Pacific No.70013 Oliver Cromwell arrives at the GCR's Loughborough
station on Saturday, August 11, 2018 - 50 years after the '15 Guinea Special'
marked the end of regular steam haulage on the British railway network.

